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What i CLES?

Leading UK member org 
for research into economic 
development

About CLES

Publishers: 

Consultancy,

Policy, 

Members

Planners, 

Geographers,

Economists



Evaluate policy 
and programmes

Make Strategies Help to develop new 
ideas for places

What does CLES do??

Work out social, 
economic value 
of things

Make, interpret, 
dissect and lobby for 
policy

Thinkers/trainers 
for government







Lets be realistic about local economic 
development

Many generic type answers. Old and not fit for these
times

Tired orthodoxies- Narrow definitions of ‘growth’

Voodoo Economic Development– tax breaks andVoodoo Economic Development– tax breaks and
reduce planning or throw public money at the
problem

Many great experiments, but need to accelerate

New strategies required: paradigm shift?



Places which can:

be agile and ready to take on opportunities.

respond to inevitable shocks

create social progress even when the things

We have been on a quest.....

create social progress even when the things
are not economically so great

be adaptable, resilient and infinitely flexible

We need places to be and go....







.......and boingyness means resilience

“Regional resilience is the ability of a region to
anticipate, prepare for, respond to, and recover
from disturbance” (Foster 2007).

“Resilience is an emergent property of a system –“Resilience is an emergent property of a system –
it’s not a result of any one of the system’s parts but
of the synergy between all its parts” (Thomas
Homer-Dixon 2006)



Its about ‘place DNA’...
the strategies and plans, but 
MORE IMPORTANTLY its about 

how we act and do things through how we act and do things through 
deeper collaboration



Inspirations!:Weird bedfellows?



An economy is about people

Markets is about growing deep relationships
between people

Places as sites for building empathy and

What the weird bedfellows tell us about 
places?

Places as sites for building empathy and
connections between people

Places as a site of difference and mingling

Places as ecosystems



CLES work: systems and resilience

Initial Research work - 6 places around the world

Portland (USA), Culiacan (MEXICO), Gdansk
(POLAND), Haiphong (VIETNAM), Coimbatore
(INDIA), Yokkaichi (JAPAN)

We developed a system based ‘resilience’We developed a system based ‘resilience’
assessment model.

Applied work to 16 areas in England and in
Dandenong, VIC

Scottish and English Government via Towns Review



So what does our work do?

Assessment of place as a system. The strength of
networks, connections

Its a suite of activity

Activity which shapes stronger DNA

Some structures, but mostly new behavioursSome structures, but mostly new behaviours

Co-producing new ideas and reviving old ideas

Collaborations

New financing

Social return models



The CLES 8 activities 
for building a great for building a great 

place system 



‘Look at what connects and separates people’

Principle 1. Build networks

The I Ching (Classic chinese text)

‘Ignoring network effects simply means that we 

carry on with the same model, spending vast 

amounts of money, with at best a rather hit-or-

miss success rate’

Paul Ormerod: N squared public policy and the power of networks



Resilience v sustainability 





Principle 2.Three economies interacting?



Core economy

Invisible economy that we take part in every day
The economy of the home, family, neighbourhood
and community
Like a computer

Operating system: The core economy

? Principle 3. Nurture the Core economy

Operating system: The core economy
Specialised programs: Hospitals, schools, civil
society, shops

The programs may be ok, but the operating system is
struggling!



Principle 4. Harnessing and grow all forms 
of capital



Facilitator and influencing role of state

The market works, but policy must think 
carefully

When to intervene?

Principle 5. Carefully calibrate is policy?

When to intervene?
How deep?
For how long?
How and when to get out?



Principle 6. find and build your unique 
place DNA?

Lu Xinjian: City DNA



Resilience v sustainability 

Lu Xinjian: City DNA



Principle 7. Sweating public spend 
for local good?



Principle 8. Get commercial sector 
interested in social and ecological 

return.
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